
 
 
Is your group ready to meet in person? 
 
We want your group to be able to take steps towards meeting in person again at a pace 
that is best for your group. We’re learning that means a different pace with different 
things to consider and talk about for every group.  
 
The decision making filter we’re asking all group leaders to use as you lead your groups 
through this conversation includes three layers: 
 

1. Governmental Guidelines 
a. We want to honor and submit to our government authorities (Titus 31:1). 
b. What are the guidelines the government and CDC have recommended as 

far as social distancing, number of people meeting together, protecting 
those most at risk, and wearing masks? 

2. Relational Priorities 
a. We want to honor and love each other (John 13:34). 
b. What is best for everybody in the group and their family? 
c. How can we love each other the way Jesus loves us? 

3. Logistical Considerations 
a. We want to be wise in the way we plan and organize (Ephesians 5:15). 
b. When and where can we meet safely? 
c. What about our kids? 

 
  



As you talk about meeting in person with your group you will probably fall into one of the 
following three categories: 
 

1. Yes! We’re ready to see each other and meet in person again. 
a. Most people in our group are ready to take this step. 

 
2. No. We’re not ready to meet in person yet. 

a. Most people in our group are not ready to take this step. 
 

3. We’re not sure. 
a. Honestly, we’re not sure right now. 

 
Any of these 3 categories is fine. Our goal is not to push groups into anything, but to 
help guide you as you lead your group, no matter what your group is feeling right now. 
 
If your group says, “Yes! We’re ready to meet in person:” 

● Talk about it ahead of time (See our suggestions below). 
● Set expectations together as a group. 
● Schedule a time and place. 
● Make a plan for anybody in the group not comfortable meeting in person yet. 
● Let us know: 

○ How did it go? 
○ How did people feel meeting in person? 
○ Are you going to keep meeting in person? 

 
If your group says, “No. We’re not ready to meet in person yet:” 

● Keep meeting digitally and staying connected via calls and texts. 
● Follow up with your group in a few weeks to see if the group is ready. If so, move 

to the “We’re ready” section. If not, no big deal. Simply stay connected and follow 
up again. 

 
If your group says, “We’re not sure:” 

● Keep meeting digitally and staying connected via calls and texts. 
● Consider a possible in person outdoor gathering for those that want to come.  
● Talk about it ahead of time (See our suggestions below). 
● If you give it a shot, evaluate together afterwards and decide if you’re ready to 

keep moving towards in person meetings. If so, move to the “We’re ready” 
section. If not, no big deal. Simply stay connected and follow up again possibly 
trying another social gathering for those that want to come. 



GUIDELINES AND SUGGESTIONS FOR GROUPS MEETING IN PERSON 
 
Talk about it with your group before a decision is made. 

● Assure everybody their opinions and feelings matter and nobody will be asked to 
do anything they aren’t comfortable doing. 

● Set expectations. We know it seems crazy to even have to think about these 
things, but talking about them before your group meets will help avoid awkward 
tension. 

 

If we’re meeting at somebody’s home, is the 
expectation to stay outside or are people allowed 
inside?  

Our suggestion is to start with meeting outside 
only for now, but that is at the discretion of the 
group using the decision making filter above. 

If we’re staying outside where can people use the 
restroom? 

Consider a short enough meeting time that this 
won’t be an issue. 

Will we have food? Our suggestion is that everybody bring their own 
food/drink. 

Will we hug/shake hands/ high five/etc? This will be a natural response when you see 
each other, so talking about it before will help set 
the expectation. Our suggestion is to wave like 
crazy, smile huge smiles, and use words to 
verbally express how much you love and miss 
seeing each other, but refrain from physical 
contact for now. 

Where will people sit? Probably the best plan for now is for everybody 
to bring their own chairs and meet outside 
somewhere where there is enough space to 
observe social distancing (see suggestions below 
for ideas). 

What about people in our group who aren’t 
comfortable meeting in person yet? 

We want your group to avoid people feeling left 
out and/or growing resentful towards each other. 
This is a BIG part of the relational filter. If there 
are people in your group who aren’t comfortable 
meeting in person yet assure them that’s ok. 
Even though the group might meet socially in 
person without them, they are always invited but 
never expected to be there. And they can still be 
involved in the group’s regular group meetings 
digitally even if some in the group are meeting in 
person. Make sure you provide a digital option. 



Talk about it with your group while you’re meeting. 
● Ask what’s weird or uncomfortable right now. 
● If some in the group are joining digitally while others are with each other 

physically, ask those joining digitally during the meeting if they feel connected 
and what everybody else can do to help them feel more connected. It might be 
as simple as repositioning a camera so they can see everybody. 

● Embrace the awkward. Let’s face it...Life is a little strange right now. There’s no 
point denying it. 

● Take notes about what people are feeling and what you can do and/or talk about 
to make it better next time. 

● Please share what you’re learning with us along the way so we can help other 
groups navigate this transition. 

 
Talk about it with your group after you meet. 

● Ask how everybody felt about meeting in person. 
● What would people change or consider doing differently next time? 
● Again, please share with us what you’re learning so we can also learn and help 

other groups. 
 
SUGGESTIONS FOR MEETING IN PERSON 

● Meet at a park or large, outdoor public space for a pic-nic. 
● Pull cars and trucks into the Brazos Fellowship parking lot for a tailgate meeting 

(Please let us know if your group chooses to do this). 
● For couples’ groups with kids, women meet in person one week and men meet 

the next week so no childcare needed. 
● Meet at Lake Bryan. 
● Meet at the Lake Walk Town Center (by the Stella Hotel in Bryan). There’s lots of 

beautiful outdoor space...some even covered so there’s shade. 
● Meet in somebody’s front yard. 
● For smaller groups meet at Sonic and park next to each other with windows 

down. 
 


